Essential Management Skills
For Primary Care

Overview
With over a decade of hands-on primary care experience we know what
it takes to be a manager and a leader in the NHS. Our courses have been
designed to give you the skills you need to confidently tackle challenges when
they arise. Co-created by our team of experienced health care managers, our
modules provide you with practical toolkits and templates which can be used
in your day to day practices to help you in your role.

Each module lasts 4 hours. We mix the latest, interactive training
methods, with proven classics, including activities, videos and case studies,
guaranteeing you get everything you need from our team.

How are the sessions delivered?
Our open programmes are established all across the UK. But, if you’re
struggling to attend, we’ll come to you!
Each session is delivered by an expert with experience on the ground in a
Primary Care setting. Classroom sessions involve small groups of up to ten.
That means you get the time to ask questions, engage in discussion and
share experiences.
Each session includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Classroom based facilitated presentations with guest speakers
Case based discussions
Workbooks to complete throughout the programme
A copy of the slide deck and handouts
A certificate of participation

The Modules
Minimising Absence and Maximising Attendance

You know appointment demand increase year after year. So, maximising
attendance is absolutely critical. This module helps you manage absences,
including conducting home visits, return to work interviews and supporting
colleagues with ongoing conditions.

You’ll discover the
legislation and
government support
available, and explore
how you can encourage
a healthy workforce.

The highlights of this module:

• Understand the importance of absence management
• Understand how absence is measured and how to calculate the Bradford
Score
• Learn how to conduct ‘return to work’ interviews and manage long term
absence
• Explore the support you can access for free through the Fit For Work
Scheme
• Discover practical steps you can take to maximise attendance within your
team
“Very well presented and unlike other courses I have been on, Caroline
maintained my buy in throughout.”
Practice Data and Quality Manager, Leeds, May 2017
“Excellent fun, great new insights. I now have a more comprehensive
understanding of how to manage absence at my practice.”
Practice Manager, Yorkshire, December 2016

Recruitment Skills

It’s never been more important to
attract top talent from the limited pool
than it is today. This module teaches
you how to create effective job adverts,
proven techniques for perfecting the
interview process and how to how to
choose the best candidate.

The highlights of this module:
•
•
•

Creating an advert that stands with essential and desirable criteria
Fail to plan, plan to fail – preparing for an interview
Developing effective questioning techniques to structure interviews

“Even as an experienced manager I found this session to be a great refresher.
Thanks.”
Area Business Manager, Yorkshire & Humber, February 2017

Assertiveness and Managing
Conflict

Conflict is unavoidable in the fast paced
world of healthcare. But, if not tackled
early, your whole team can be brought to a
standstill. Here you’ll explore the mediation
process using a step-by-step guide, videos
and case studies. The positive feedback
from managers who have attended this
module has been overwhelming!
The highlights of this module:
•
•
•

Be able to identify passive, aggressive and assertive behaviour
Techniques to tackle the root of conflict and control your emotions
The mediation process – chairing a meeting between employees

“The training was very thorough. It covers all possible outcomes of the meeting
and any challenges you may face whilst conducting the meeting. My first
mediation meeting went extremely well and it is all thanks to the training I had
received.”
Business Manager, Derby, February 2017

Law, Disciplinary and Grievances

Employment law is a minefield of legal issues that, without the proper
understanding, causes serious issues. So, protecting your businesses against
the threat of an employment tribunal is critical. Fortunately, there are some
simple steps you can take to mitigate the risk.
This module looks at how to chair meetings, such as investigations and
disciplinary hearings, whilst exploring the challenging situations that can
arise during the process. It addresses how to mediate low level conflict in the
workplace through a formal grievance process.
The highlights of this module:
•
•
•
•
•

Become familiar with the disciplinary and grievance process
Understanding which situations warrant investigation
How to conduct an investigation and chair a formal disciplinary hearing
Discuss practical issues that might arise and how to manage them
Gain confidence in chairing grievances and learn skills to mediate in the workplace

“I really enjoyed training with Caroline. She makes it easy to understand and
gave me ways to remember what we have learnt.”
Practice Manager, Leeds, February 2017

“I don’t have to conduct many investigations or disciplinary hearings, but now
I’ve had the training I think that maybe I should have been investigating more
issues! Perhaps I’ve just been putting them off as I didn’t know what to do
about it or how to handle them. I’ve learnt new skills and feel more confident
now! Thank you Caroline!”
Practice Manager, Reading, February 2017

Performance Management and Appraisals

Do you relish the opportunity to develop and motivate your team? Do you
love reflecting on their performance and identifying ways to help them grow?
Or do you groan with despair, as you picture yourself drowning in a sea of
paperwork, objectives and job descriptions?
This module shows you how to plan for an effective performance review,
giving you the techniques to deliver feedback, set objectives and tackle
challenging team members.

Using case studies, videos
and scenarios, we’ll walk
through the performance
cycle of an employee,
exploring how and when
to review performance to
maximise engagement and
productivity.

The highlights of this module:
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the techniques and benefits of giving and receiving feedback
Be able to describe what makes a good performance review / appraisal
Prepare for and structure the meeting appropriately
Setting SMART objectives
Understand how to tackle poor performance

But don’t just take our word for it!
“Lots of useful information and handouts to help with my team appraisals.”
Practice Manager, Derby, March 2017

“Really engaging, learnt a lot, learning theory and applying in practice.”
HR Business Partner, February 2017

The Role of Patient Advisor and Active Signposting

The word health derives from the old English word ‘hælþ’ meaning wholeness
or well. This signals that health concerns the whole person, their integrity,
soundness and wellbeing. We passionately believe that there’s more to
healthcare than medical intervention. So, we’ve developed innovative
training and toolkits to support you in implementing the Patient Advisor role
at your practice.
Patient Advisors work alongside your
clinical team to give patients the
knowledge and confidence to selfcare. They actively signpost patients
to other more relevant services.
And, that really helps relieve added
pressure from your team.
Previous delegates have included
receptionists, Health Care Assistants,
Practice Nurses and Practice
Managers.
The highlights of this module:
•
•
•
•
•

Partnership Working – co-creation and ownership with your patients, how to engage
and influence
Understanding data – using the PHE Fingertips platform and looking at the data that
you can gather for your practice
Working with communities – developing a sense of community in your practice/service
and creating a Community Service Directory
How to effect change – understanding the Kubler-Ross change curve, exploring the
drivers for behavioural change and developing the patient contract
Your role – adopting a consultative role as a Patient Advisor, communicating your role
to peers and stakeholders, developing a patient pathway for your practice

The module is taught through a mixture of theory and practical exercises.
The practical part of this module really helps individuals develop their skills
and confidence. The course material and handouts empower you to return to
your practice with all you need to succesfully fulfill the Patient Advisor role.

Optional Implementation Support

We understand that bringing changes to your services can be a challenge
away from the classroom. However, we’ve got you covered. To help you
realise the Patient Advisor role in your service, we offer you optional Support
Sessions. Delivered at your workplace, or at an agreed location, the sessions
take place at the end of month one and month three post-training. They
explore your challenges, successes and resolutions to that point.
An established OneMedicalGroup Patient Advisor will join you at your month
one Support Session to share their experiences and best practice from
across the country.
Implementation Learning Support Sessions contents:
Review implementation progress for each delegate
You’ll be offered the opportunity to talk about your progress to date
(participation optional)
Explore challenges and develop solutions in Activity Learning Sets (ALS)
Using ALS, we’ll discuss the challenges and develop answers to drive
action and set SMART objectives
Networking and Presentation skills training to support building new
relationships
In the second session, we build your confidence and ability to help
develop relationships with new stakeholders
Guest speaker(s)
We’ll provide key community service providers with an opportunity to
talk about their services and how you can work collaboratively to deliver
better patient outcomes
To discuss this module in more detail please contact us on 0113 284 3158 or
email us at enquiries@oneworkforce.co.uk

OneWorkforce is a national provider of workforce solutions with over
a decade of experience in delivering healthcare services in some of the
country’s most challenging locations. We work in partnership with GP
practices, federations and care providers to tailor workforce solutions,
from management and leadership training to workforce redesign and HR
support.
Our approach to training is energetic and interactive! Using videos,
case studies, group activities and reinforced using course material our
delegates leave feeling empowered to tackle their workforce challenges.

OneMedicalGroup is a nationally recognised and award winning innovative
healthcare solutions provider to the NHS. Bringing together a unique
blend of premises development and patient care we deliver solutions
that offer quality, value and resilience to patients, GPs, GP Networks and
Federations and Commissioners.

